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Dream of Valid-Hasen. 

 
“After the agreeable stories I have now heard, (said he), it would be extremely

presumptuous in me to pretend to equal them by the resources of my imagination alone; yet
it has been said, that dreams frequently have in them something divine; and that which I had
last night is so extraordinary, that, even though I do not comprehend, I am yet obliged to
respect it; and it is in consequence of the sentiments with which it has inspired me, that I have
the boldness to relate to you.

“In consequence of the great application to study, which I give every day, and of which
I hipe one day to reap the advantage, being fatigued with controversial reading, I yester night
fell asleep upon my table, with my head leaning on my hands.

“Scarcely was I completely asleep, when me thought I was transported to the middle
of a dry plain, where I was devoured by thirst.  I looked all around me for a fruitful spring; but
how could I find it amid the burning sands which surrounded me?  At length I perceived a
beautiful melon, on a stalk which was already withered.  I took my knife, and stooped down
to cut off the fruit.  But, as soon as the blade entered it, the handle followed, and dragged after
it my hand, my arm, my elbow, my shoulder; and my whole body penetrated it so quickly that
I had not a moment left for reflection.

“In a moment, I found myself seated on I know not what, in the center of the melon,
the inside of which appeared to me to resemble a very thick mist, which was almost equal to
total darkness.  I thought I was working very hard with my hands, endeavouring to remove
it, when, all at once, it appeared to dissipate itself, in the form of those vapours which the
winds drive along the summit of lofty mountains.  It vanished entirely; and I was left at liberty
to examine the different objects which surrounded me.

“I was seated on a beautiful green bank, bordered with flowers and plants, every one
more curious and rare than another.  The heavens were over my head, and the rays of the
morning star shone upon me.  One object alone constantly attracted my attention.  This was
a stately walnut-tree, but so tall, and so beautiful, that its head appeared to touch the skies;
while its shadow covered the whole plain on which I was seated.  This majestic tree had so
many branches, and they were of such a prodigious extent, that five hundred men pulling the
fruit, and each of them occupying a branch, could not be heard when they called to one
another.  But I perceived, by the brandishing of a stick, that they were disputing about the
nuts which were upon the ground, and which belonged to the person who had made them fall;
yet they only disputed at intervals, and the work still went on.  I picked up two nuts, and,
upon opening them, found that they were only empty shells.  “Why so much noise then,” said
I to myself, “and so much eagerness in disputing about, and in driving down empty shells?” 
However, as this shower of nuts which fell upon my head exposed me to some danger, I
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therefore sought another place, at a greater distance, and where I saw nothing but leaves
thrown down; but they appeared as jealous of these as of the fruit.

“Walking round this tree, I perceived a single nut remaining on it top; it appeared to
be no greater value than any of the rest, but its prodigious height deceived the eye.  No stick
nor workman could reach it; and they who were then employed, did not so much as see it.  I
felt a strong desire to bring down the only fruit which remained; but, how was I to lay hold of
it?  I had not a stick, and could not climb even the trunk of the tree.

“I had seen young people throw stones with slings; and it occurred to me to make one
of my handkerchief.  I put into it a round fling, of nearly half a pound weight.  I threw my
stone almost without looking at the mark.  The fruit, however, was hit; and the nut, as it fell,
made so great a noise, that it attracted the attention of the workmen, who were perched upon
the walnut-tree.

“Astonished at my success, I picked up the nut, and opened it.  O wonderful!  The shell
contained millions of shrubs, all as perfect in their kind as the large walnut-tree which carried
them.  As I was unfolding them, the workmen, who had observed me with great attention,
being situated over my head, took them, and exclaimed: “See what a fine thing I have found!” 
In vain did I endeavour to vindicate my prior claim to this discovery.  “You!” said they, “Did
you pull this nut?  You have not so much as set a foot upon the tree.”  “But,” said I, “I
brought it down with a stone; I launched it with my handkerchief, which remained among the
branches, where you see it still!

“My rivals shrugged up their shoulders; and, enraged at seeing a treasure carried off,
which accident and my own dexterity had procured for me, and ashamed to find nothing in
my possession but an empty shell, I awoke, and found myself in great agitation with a dream
which must have some meaning, and which I here require from any person who can discover
it.”

“You pass a compliment upon the relater,” replied Vasumé; “and I own he deserves
it.— When one dreams so agreeably, one is sorry to awake.”

“Come on,” said Nané, “let us attend to another story; for those which have just now
been related have made me forget my hunger.” “We have no more to hear, my dear nurse,”
said the beautiful Indian, “I sent for you on account of the three stories you have now heard;
I imposed upon their authors the condition of novelty; Do you find that it has been properly
fulfilled?”— “Perfectly well,” said the blind woman; “I have heard a great many stories in my
time, and have told a great many likewise; but I know none more original than these, either
in respect of the matter, or of the manner of delivering them.”

“You must tell me, my good Nané,” replied Vasumé, “to which of the three you give
the preference; and my choice shall be determined by your taste.  Your judgment will not be
the consequence of any prejudice in favour of the authors, since you have never seen them;
therefore, my good nurse, I wait your opinion.”— “I can refuse you nothing, my dear girl; and,
first of all this my opinion respecting the first story.”

“Nothing,” continued the blind Nané, “could be more ingenious, than the manner in
which the pretended Armenian deceived Narilha and her son; but, was there not too great a
display of wit, in order to abuse an extravagant woman, and an idiot?  Where there not too
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many means employed in the air to bring about a marriage between a barber’s daughter and
the son of a potter?  And I was made to wish for nuptials in which I felt no interest.  I was
totally unacquainted with the wife, and heard but very little of the husband.  Besides, it
appeared to me that he was under no necessity to scatter gold with so lavish a hand, and in
a manner so miraculous, since a handful of sequins would have been sufficient to have
concluded the whole business.  I did not approve of the punishments which followed, and
should have wished to have laughed to the very end; for I confess that this story,
notwithstanding these trifling defects, appeared to me delightful, and I was sorry that it did
not end more agreeably.

“The second story transported me into the middle of a crowd of wonderful beings. I
laughed very heartily at the extravagancies of every kind which were scattered in it, and was
infinitely amused; but that is all.  I beheld these chimerical allusions disappear without regret;
and this story has left behind it no sentiment or idea.  When I have laughed very much, my
dear girl, I should wish to be able to reflect with pleasure on the motive os such gaiety.

“As to the third, it is only a short dream, but there is a great deal of action in it.  I
believe, however, I have laid hold of its principal features.

“The dreamer, wandering upon dry sands, presented to me the idea of a studious man. 
He thirsts after knowledge.  Nature is concealed under the rind of the melon which he
plucked; his body followed the blade of the knife, because he gives himself up, without reserve,
to the discovery of truth.  At first, he finds himself in darkness; but the moment soon comes
in which he can look around him.  The beautiful walnut-tree represents the object with which
he was ambitious to become acquainted; and it was covered with the curious, who were
engaged in a work which they did not understand, in pulling empty shells and leaves, and
disputing, with great haughtiness, concerning the fruit of their idle labour.  A man more expert
launches a stone, which brings down the nut from the top of the tree; he opens it, and finds
the truth inclosed in it, under the emblem of a million of little walnut-trees, strung from one
single seed.  this discovery was owing to chance, which is the parent of all those that are
useful.

“I confess, my daughter, that this little dream has given me more pleasure than the two
stories; and that they fall infinitely, in my estimation, when I recall the ingenious allegory of
the walnut-tree.”

Vasumé was of the same opinion with her nurse. “That,” said she, “is a good story
which amuses while it instructs, and which, by mixing the useful with the agreeable, makes
both to be felt.  She conferred the prize on her cousin Valid-Hasen; their nuptials were
celebrated with great splendour in Surat— and their happiness was not a dream.
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